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BLACK HOLE TRANSIENTS

accessible timescales     -     high brightnesses     -     multi-λ

~1 year
(e.g.)
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AGN(s)

protostars

Very common:  associated with accretion processes at all scales 

GRBs - SNe - AGN - X-ray Binaries - WDs - Protostars - (ULXs?)

Influence on their surroundings (ISM, IGM, SF)

Influence on the evolution of the launching system

Launched from, or close to, strong-gravity environments

Unknown launching  mechanisms

Unknown  geometry, structure, and composition

Unknown powering mechanism

Jets in XBs are transient and variable

SN remnants

XBs

JETS

EVOLUTION
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STANDARD STEADY-JET THEORY

6 Sera Markoff

right “conspiracy” where each region of the jet contributes roughly the same spec-
tral shape, with peak flux occurring lower in frequency the further out in the jet it
originates (see Fig. 1). As a direct result, the photosphere changes in location on the
jet as a function of observing frequency. Such an effect has been empirically tested,
and is known as core shift. The extent of inversion in the radio slope depends on the
exact scaling of density and magnetic field with distance from the launching point,
the radiating lepton particle distribution, the cooling and reacceleration functions,
and the jet dynamics.

ν

Flux

νobs

Total spectrum results from 
summed contributions at 
each distance z along the jet    

z

Fig. 1. Schematic illustrating the stratified spectrum and frequency-dependent pho-
tosphere of an idealized, self-absorbed synchrotron jet. Each segment of the jet con-
tributes approximately the same peaked, self-absorbed spectrum that combine to
give the “hallmark” flat total spectrum. A telescope observing at νobs will see the
largest contribution from the segment whose individual spectrum peaks at that fre-
quency, and increasingly smaller contributions from neighboring segments (fluxes of
each segment at νobs indicated by black circles), generally producing an elongated
Gaussian ellipse-like photosphere. The visible jet at a particular frequency is thus
much smaller in scale than the actual jet in the case of high optical depth. Figure
clearer in color (electronic version).

Generally, imaging the jets responsible for detected flat/inverted radio spectra is
challenging because of the optical depth. At a given frequency, one cannot observe
the entire jet but just the photosphere, which will look rather more like a Gaussian
ellipse implying elongation beyond what is expected from, e.g., an accretion flow.
For instruments with very good sensitivity, a deep look at a flat spectrum source will

Blandford & Konigl (1979)  
picture from Markoff (2010)

Basic assumptions  
n=cϒ-p~r-2 
B(r ) ~ r-1

Basic synchrotron theory 
   νbreak=ν|       ~ r-1

 τν=1
+ =>

FLAT radio 
spectrum

jet power
?
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6 Sera Markoff

right “conspiracy” where each region of the jet contributes roughly the same spec-
tral shape, with peak flux occurring lower in frequency the further out in the jet it
originates (see Fig. 1). As a direct result, the photosphere changes in location on the
jet as a function of observing frequency. Such an effect has been empirically tested,
and is known as core shift. The extent of inversion in the radio slope depends on the
exact scaling of density and magnetic field with distance from the launching point,
the radiating lepton particle distribution, the cooling and reacceleration functions,
and the jet dynamics.
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustrating the stratified spectrum and frequency-dependent pho-
tosphere of an idealized, self-absorbed synchrotron jet. Each segment of the jet con-
tributes approximately the same peaked, self-absorbed spectrum that combine to
give the “hallmark” flat total spectrum. A telescope observing at νobs will see the
largest contribution from the segment whose individual spectrum peaks at that fre-
quency, and increasingly smaller contributions from neighboring segments (fluxes of
each segment at νobs indicated by black circles), generally producing an elongated
Gaussian ellipse-like photosphere. The visible jet at a particular frequency is thus
much smaller in scale than the actual jet in the case of high optical depth. Figure
clearer in color (electronic version).

Generally, imaging the jets responsible for detected flat/inverted radio spectra is
challenging because of the optical depth. At a given frequency, one cannot observe
the entire jet but just the photosphere, which will look rather more like a Gaussian
ellipse implying elongation beyond what is expected from, e.g., an accretion flow.
For instruments with very good sensitivity, a deep look at a flat spectrum source will

Blandford & Konigl (1979)  
picture from Markoff (2010)

Basic assumptions  
n=cϒ-p~r-2 
B(r ) ~ r-1

Basic synchrotron theory 
   νbreak=ν|       ~ r-1

 τν=1
+ =>

FLAT radio 
spectrum

the “missing-energy problem”
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tral shape, with peak flux occurring lower in frequency the further out in the jet it
originates (see Fig. 1). As a direct result, the photosphere changes in location on the
jet as a function of observing frequency. Such an effect has been empirically tested,
and is known as core shift. The extent of inversion in the radio slope depends on the
exact scaling of density and magnetic field with distance from the launching point,
the radiating lepton particle distribution, the cooling and reacceleration functions,
and the jet dynamics.
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustrating the stratified spectrum and frequency-dependent pho-
tosphere of an idealized, self-absorbed synchrotron jet. Each segment of the jet con-
tributes approximately the same peaked, self-absorbed spectrum that combine to
give the “hallmark” flat total spectrum. A telescope observing at νobs will see the
largest contribution from the segment whose individual spectrum peaks at that fre-
quency, and increasingly smaller contributions from neighboring segments (fluxes of
each segment at νobs indicated by black circles), generally producing an elongated
Gaussian ellipse-like photosphere. The visible jet at a particular frequency is thus
much smaller in scale than the actual jet in the case of high optical depth. Figure
clearer in color (electronic version).

Generally, imaging the jets responsible for detected flat/inverted radio spectra is
challenging because of the optical depth. At a given frequency, one cannot observe
the entire jet but just the photosphere, which will look rather more like a Gaussian
ellipse implying elongation beyond what is expected from, e.g., an accretion flow.
For instruments with very good sensitivity, a deep look at a flat spectrum source will

Blandford & Konigl (1979)  
picture from Markoff (2010)

the “missing-energy problem”

energy losses act very fast:  
we should not see the radio jet

1979
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STANDARD STEADY-JET THEORY

energy losses act very fast:  
we should not see the radio jet

1979

Pe’er & Casella 2009; Casella & Pe’er 2009

e.g.:

unexpected radiative properties?
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STANDARD STEADY-JET THEORY
unexpected radiative properties?

REM

VISIR

ATCA

Testa, Casella et al. (in prep.)

SOMETIMES (perhaps) WE SEE THIS

MAXI J1836-194

VISIRATCA

?

?

REM

ALMA

ALMA GIVES CRUCIAL COVERAGE
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STANDARD STEADY-JET THEORY

Diaz-Trigo et al. 2018

Dı́az Trigo et al.: 11

Fig. 5. Broad-band spectra for AqlX–1 for obs 1–3. The arrows represent 3� upper limits. Obs 1, 2a, 2b and 3 are
shown in black in the upper-left, upper-right, lower-left and lower-right panels, respectively. For obs 3 we show two
possible fits for the first slope: considering only the ATCA points and considering the ATCA points together with the
ALMA points. The jet frequency break could be anywhere between ⇠30 GHz and 100 GHz depending on the solution
taken. The jet break frequency evolves from ⇠100 GHz in obs 1, to ⇠<5 GHz in obs 2a and 2b and back to 30–100 GHz
in obs 3.

explained by variability between the observations that are
not strictly simultaneous.

4. Discussion

4.1. Jet emission during soft states

The evolution of the radio emission across outbursts was
first systematically studied for AqlX–1 by Tudose et al.
(2009) for the outbursts from 2002, 2004 and 2005. They
reported a significant drop in radio fluxes above a bolo-
metric flux of 5⇥ 10�9 erg cm�2 s�1 (corresponding to
10% of the Eddington luminosity at a distance of 5.2 kpc)
and suggested that such a drop could be analogous to the
suppression of radio emission in BH XRBs in soft, bright,
X-ray states. Miller-Jones et al. (2010) also observed a
quenching of radio emission (3� upper limits of 0.17 and
0.08 mJy beam�1 at 4.8 and 8.4 GHz, respectively) at
bolometric fluxes larger than 10% of Eddington during the
November 2009 outburst (classified as S-type, Asai et al.
(2012) or short-low, Güngör et al. (2014), respectively).

In contrast, we detect radio emission during obs 2a and
both radio and mm emission during obs 2b, at bolometric
fluxes of 60 and 65% Eddington, respectively, and with X-
ray spectra consistent with a soft state. It is also remark-
able that although the radio flux has dropped from obs 1
to 2a, during obs 2b we find a flux density of 816± 35 µJy
at 5.5 GHz, the highest ever observed at this frequency.
Moreover, the spectra of obs 2a and 2b show a nega-
tive slope. Based on the monitoring of the 2009 outburst,
Miller-Jones et al. (2010) showed that the spectral slope at
radio frequencies was consistent with being flat outside of
the hard state, i.e. consistent with optically thick emission,
and suggested that the internal shock mechanism believed
to produce optically thin transient radio ejecta was not ac-
tive in AqlX–1. While a negative slope of –0.80± 0.35 was
detected between 5.25 and 7.45 GHz with the VLA dur-
ing the 2013 outburst (of long-high type, Güngör et al.
2014) at the hard-to-soft transition, the large flux uncer-
tainty did not allow to confirm the presence of optically
thin flares (Miller-Jones & Sivako↵ 2013). Our observa-
tions 2a and 2b demonstrate the existence of radio to mm

Aql X-1
(NS)

ALMA GIVES CRUCIAL COVERAGE 
STILL…LOT OF RADIO EMISSION!

NOT EXACTLY
SIMULTANEOUS

ALMA!
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STANDARD STEADY-JET THEORY
re-heating from internal shocks

recent works on XBs: Malzac 2013; Drappeau et al. 2014; Malzac et al. 2018; Péault et al. 2019
Internal shocks in jets 395

Figure 1. An illustration of shells in our jet model. If the outer boundary of the inner shell, (j), contacts the inner boundary of the outer shell, (j − 1), a
collision is said to occur. The lateral expansion is due to jet opening angle; the longitudinal expansion is due to the shell walls expanding within the jet. The
illustration is not to scale.

2 T HE MODEL

Our model is based on the Spada et al. (2001) internal shocks model
for radio-loud quasar. Many modifications, however, have been car-
ried out to make the model more flexible, and applicable to different
scales and scenarios. In our model, the jet is simulated using discrete
packets of plasma or shells. For simplicity, only the jets at relatively
large angle of sight are treated. Each shell represents the smallest
emitting region and the resolution in the model is limited to the shell
size. While the simulation is running, the jet can ‘grow’ with the
addition of shells at the base as the previously added shells move
further down the jet. If the time interval between consecutive shell
injections is kept small, a continuous-jet approximation is achieved.
The variations in shell injection time gap and velocity cause faster
shells to catch up with slower ones, leading to collisions: the internal
shocks, discussed later, are a result of shell collisions. A schematic
of the model setup is shown in Fig. 1: the two conical frusta shown
represent the shells.

2.1 Shell properties

The shell volume is based on a conical frustum (cone opening
angle = jet opening angle, ϕ). As a shell moves down the jet, it can
expand laterally as well as longitudinally (Fig. 1). The adiabatic
energy losses are a result of the work done by a shell in expanding;
implicit assumptions are made about the pressure gradient across
the jet boundary that would result in a conical jet. The emitting
electron distribution is assumed to be power law in nature; each
shell contains its own distribution. The power-law distribution is of
the form

N (E) dE = κE−p dE , (1)

where E = γmc2 is the electron energy, p is the power-law index
and κ is the normalization factor. If the total kinetic energy density
of the electrons, Ek, is known then κ can be calculated for the two
cases of power-law index: p ̸= 2 and p = 2. When p ̸= 2, we have
(with the electron energy is expressed in terms of the Lorentz factor
with mc2 = 1)

Ek = κ

!
1

(2 − p)
(γ (2−p)

max − γ (2−p)
min )

− 1
(1 − p)

(γ (1−p)
max − γ (1−p)

min )
"

, (2)

and for p = 2

Ek = κ
#

[ln(γmax) − ln(γmin)] + [γ −1
max − γ −1

min]
$

, (3)

where the subscripts max and min denote the upper and lower en-
ergy bounds for the electron distribution. The relations given in
equations (2) and (3) can, therefore, be used to calculate the change
in electron power-law distribution when there is a change in the to-
tal kinetic energy density, assuming the power-law index and γ min

are fixed. γ min value throughout the following work is set equal to
unity, while the power-law index is assumed to be 2.1. The electron
energy distribution upper limit, γ max, is initially set to be 106, but
allowed to vary with the energy losses.

A magnetic field is essential to give rise to the synchrotron radi-
ation. In the shells, the magnetic field is assumed to be constantly
tangled in the plasma, leading to an assumption that the magnetic
field is isotropic; hence, treated like an ultrarelativistic gas (Heinz
& Begelman 2000). If the magnetic energy density (EB) is given,
the field (B) can be calculated:

EB = B2

2µ0
, (4)

where µ0 is the magnetic permeability.
Other shell properties include the bulk Lorentz factor, $, and the

shell mass, M. If there is a variation in the $ of different shells
in the jet, then the faster inner shells are able to catch up with the
slower outer ones, causing shell collisions; the shell collisions create
internal shocks, which ultimately generate the internal energy.

2.2 Internal shocks

When two shells collide, a shock forms at the contact surface. Some
of the steps involved in two-shell collision, and the subsequent
merger, are shown in Fig. 2. The collisions are considered to be
inelastic. With many shells present inside the jet, first we need to
calculate the next collision time between two shells: a collision is
said to occur when the outer boundary of the inner shell, Router

j ,
comes in contact with the inner boundary of the outer shell, Rinner

j−1 .
The following relation can be used to calculate the time interval for
two shell collision:

dtcoll =
Rinner

(j−1) − Router
(j )%

βe
(j−1) + βe

(j )

&
c +

%
β(j ) − β(j−1)

&
c

, (5)

where the subscripts j − 1, j denote two consecutive shells, βe is
the shell longitudinal expansion velocity (along the jet axis) and β

C⃝ 2009 The Authors. Journal compilation C⃝ 2009 RAS, MNRAS 401, 394–404

GRB jet emission theory              blazars (Spada et al. 2001)

possible solution

SHOCKS BETWEEN SHELLS GIVING EXTRA ENERGY?
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STANDARD STEADY-JET THEORY

best to study variability: X-ray Binaries

RE-HEATING  linked to  INFLOW VARIABILITY?

companion 
star

inner regions

X-ray

BH Disc

JET
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Zdziarski & Gierlinski, 2004 

radio IR opt

re-heating from internal shocks
possible solution
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STANDARD STEADY-JET THEORY

best to study variability: X-ray Binaries

RE-HEATING  linked to  INFLOW VARIABILITY?
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radio IR opt

X-rays

re-heating from internal shocks
possible solution

?
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best to study variability: X-ray Binaries

RE-HEATING  linked to  INFLOW VARIABILITY?
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infrared

Casella et al. 2010

VARIABLE JETs
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X-rays 
INFLOW

infrared 
JET

VARIABLE JETs
Variable JET emission

Correlated with INFLOW

Delay of about 0.1 seconds…

Same delay different objects

-> JET speed (Γ > 2)

Casella et al. 2010

! 12!

!
!

!
Figure#3:#Schematic#of#the#post1transition#accretion#and#jet#geometry#of#V404#Cygni.#The#black#hole#and#accretion#
disc#are#situated#off#to#the#right.#X1rays#originate#in#a#compact#region#within#~5#RS#of#the#black#hole#due#to#
Comptonisation#(either#jet#or#coronal).#Optical#photons#are#delayed#with#respect#to#X1rays#by#~0.1#s.#This#‘optical#
base’#lies#≲103#RS#from#the#X1ray#core,#and#should#power#broadband#synchrotron#radiation#extending#to#high#
frequencies.#The#above#time#delay#limits#the#extension#of#the#putative#acceleration#and#collimation#zone#(ACZ),#
which#is#likely#to#be#Poynting1flux#dominated.#Beyond#the#optical#base,#shocks#in#the#longitudinally#and#laterally#
expanding#jet#inject#energy#that#power#the#broadband#lower#frequency#radiation#down#to#the#radio.##

#

Gandhi et al. 2017

Vincentelli et al. 2018
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VARIABLE JETs

(1) IR: thick      X-rays: thin           Γ jet > 2

(2) IR: thin          X-rays: thin           B~104G  and   Γelec. ~104     50

(3) IR: thin          X-rays: inflow         ejection timescale < 0.1 s

(4) IR: thick      X-rays: inflow         Γ jet >> 2 and ejec. timesc. << 0.1s

From the 0.1s delay, we can estimate:

infrared

X-rays

thin

inflow  
(corona)

thick thin
outflow  

(jet)

physical measurements

IF: THEN:

(all model dependent)

Casella et al. 2010
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GX 339-4 ~10 Msun

~400 years

NGC 7213  ~108 Msun

20 minutes

1 sec

~ 4 months

10 msec

~1 day

TIMESCALES
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fourier analysis

: Fourier coefficientsPower Spectra
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Real signal:

Timing analysis

in a nutshell
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VARIABLE JETs

Casella et al. 2010

X-rays 
INFLOW

infrared 
JET

DATA

Fourier Power 
Spectra

Vincentelli et al. 2019 (in prep.)
Constant in time?
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VARIABLE JETs

Casella et al. 2010

X-rays 
INFLOW

infrared 
JET

Malzac et al. 2014

SIMULATED

Jet SED from internal shocks 311

Figure 6. Synthetic light curves (left, re-scaled) and power spectra at various photon frequencies resulting from the simulation with flicker noise Lorentz
factor fluctuations (α = 1) and a constant jet power. The injected fluctuations of the jet Lorentz factor γ are also shown.

IR bands originating primarily from the base of the emitting region
and become less and less variable at lower frequencies produced at
larger distances from the black hole.

In this simulation, the amplitude of the variability is large, the
fractional rms amplitude integrated between 0.1 mHz and 50 Hz
is 1.08, 0.96, 0.54, 0.40 and 0.20 at 2 × 1018, 2 × 1014, 2 ×
1013,2 × 1012 and 2 × 1010 Hz, respectively. The observations
also show significant flickering in the infrared and optical band
(Kanbach et al. 2001; Casella et al. 2010; Gandhi et al. 2010). At
least part of this fast IR/optical variability is likely to arise from
the jet, possibly through internal shocks. The observed variability
amplitude appears however smaller (10–30 per cent) than what I
obtain here. This might be due to the presence of a less variable
emissions components like the outer accretion disc contributing to
the optical/IR observed emission. Nevertheless, the shape of the
observed IR/optical power spectrum is quite similar to the synthetic
one at 2 × 1014 Hz (shown in Fig. 6; see fig. 3 of Casella et al. 2010
and fig. 11 of Gandhi et al. 2010 for comparison)

It is worth noting that the delays due to propagation of radiation
inside the shell are neglected in the simulations. Since the escaping
radiation is at most partially absorbed, the medium can be consid-
ered as optically thin. The photon escape time is then t̃esc ∼ R/c.
Taking into account photon propagation would therefore smear out
the variability on time-scales shorter than R/c and this may have
some effects on the simulated light curves. However, the shortest
observed time-scales are related to the shock dissipation time-scale
t̃c which is given by equation (18). For the parameters considered,
the dissipation is significantly longer than the escape time-scale:

t̃c

t̃e
= xfV

2yγβ tan φ
≃ 9. (68)

This approximation is thus unlikely to have any significant effect
on the results presented here.

Another interesting property of the observed IR variability is the
existence of correlations with the fast X-ray variability originating
from the accretion flow. In particular, Casella et al. (2010) measured
de cross-correlation function of the X-ray and IR light curves and
found significant correlations between the two bands with the in-

Figure 7. Cross-correlation function of 1/γ (t) and predicted IR flux from
the fiducial flicker noise simulation with constant jet power. See Section 4.4
for details.

frared photons lagging behind the X-rays by about 100 ms. At this
stage, the present internal shock model does not describe how the
fluctuations of the Lorentz factor may be related to the X-ray fluctu-
ations. Nevertheless, we can make simple guesses. Fig. 7 shows the
results obtained if one assumes that the X-ray flux scales like 1/γ (t).
This case may correspond to a situation in which both the jet and
X-ray emission tap their energy from a single energy reservoir and
are anticorrelated (Malzac, Merloni & Fabian 2004). Alternatively,
this could also correspond to a situation in which the jet kinetic
power is a constant and the Lorentz factor fluctuations are related
to fluctuations of the matter density in the innermost part of the
accretion. This would induce fluctuations of the jet mass loading,
causing a reduction of the Lorentz factor when the ejected shells

MNRAS 443, 299–317 (2014)

model

DATA

Internalshocksinjets395

Figure1.Anillustrationofshellsinourjetmodel.Iftheouterboundaryoftheinnershell,(j),contactstheinnerboundaryoftheoutershell,(j−1),a
collisionissaidtooccur.Thelateralexpansionisduetojetopeningangle;thelongitudinalexpansionisduetotheshellwallsexpandingwithinthejet.The
illustrationisnottoscale.

2THEMODEL

OurmodelisbasedontheSpadaetal.(2001)internalshocksmodel
forradio-loudquasar.Manymodifications,however,havebeencar-
riedouttomakethemodelmoreflexible,andapplicabletodifferent
scalesandscenarios.Inourmodel,thejetissimulatedusingdiscrete
packetsofplasmaorshells.Forsimplicity,onlythejetsatrelatively
largeangleofsightaretreated.Eachshellrepresentsthesmallest
emittingregionandtheresolutioninthemodelislimitedtotheshell
size.Whilethesimulationisrunning,thejetcan‘grow’withthe
additionofshellsatthebaseasthepreviouslyaddedshellsmove
furtherdownthejet.Ifthetimeintervalbetweenconsecutiveshell
injectionsiskeptsmall,acontinuous-jetapproximationisachieved.
Thevariationsinshellinjectiontimegapandvelocitycausefaster
shellstocatchupwithslowerones,leadingtocollisions:theinternal
shocks,discussedlater,arearesultofshellcollisions.Aschematic
ofthemodelsetupisshowninFig.1:thetwoconicalfrustashown
representtheshells.

2.1Shellproperties

Theshellvolumeisbasedonaconicalfrustum(coneopening
angle=jetopeningangle,ϕ).Asashellmovesdownthejet,itcan
expandlaterallyaswellaslongitudinally(Fig.1).Theadiabatic
energylossesarearesultoftheworkdonebyashellinexpanding;
implicitassumptionsaremadeaboutthepressuregradientacross
thejetboundarythatwouldresultinaconicaljet.Theemitting
electrondistributionisassumedtobepowerlawinnature;each
shellcontainsitsowndistribution.Thepower-lawdistributionisof
theform

N(E)dE=κE−pdE,(1)

whereE=γmc2istheelectronenergy,pisthepower-lawindex
andκisthenormalizationfactor.Ifthetotalkineticenergydensity
oftheelectrons,Ek,isknownthenκcanbecalculatedforthetwo
casesofpower-lawindex:p̸=2andp=2.Whenp̸=2,wehave
(withtheelectronenergyisexpressedintermsoftheLorentzfactor
withmc2=1)

Ek=κ
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andforp=2

Ek=κ
#

[ln(γmax)−ln(γmin)]+[γ−1
max−γ−1

min]
$

,(3)

wherethesubscriptsmaxandmindenotetheupperandloweren-
ergyboundsfortheelectrondistribution.Therelationsgivenin
equations(2)and(3)can,therefore,beusedtocalculatethechange
inelectronpower-lawdistributionwhenthereisachangeintheto-
talkineticenergydensity,assumingthepower-lawindexandγmin

arefixed.γminvaluethroughoutthefollowingworkissetequalto
unity,whilethepower-lawindexisassumedtobe2.1.Theelectron
energydistributionupperlimit,γmax,isinitiallysettobe106,but
allowedtovarywiththeenergylosses.

Amagneticfieldisessentialtogiverisetothesynchrotronradi-
ation.Intheshells,themagneticfieldisassumedtobeconstantly
tangledintheplasma,leadingtoanassumptionthatthemagnetic
fieldisisotropic;hence,treatedlikeanultrarelativisticgas(Heinz
&Begelman2000).Ifthemagneticenergydensity(EB)isgiven,
thefield(B)canbecalculated:

EB=B2

2µ0
,(4)

whereµ0isthemagneticpermeability.
OthershellpropertiesincludethebulkLorentzfactor,$,andthe

shellmass,M.Ifthereisavariationinthe$ofdifferentshells
inthejet,thenthefasterinnershellsareabletocatchupwiththe
slowerouterones,causingshellcollisions;theshellcollisionscreate
internalshocks,whichultimatelygeneratetheinternalenergy.

2.2Internalshocks

Whentwoshellscollide,ashockformsatthecontactsurface.Some
ofthestepsinvolvedintwo-shellcollision,andthesubsequent
merger,areshowninFig.2.Thecollisionsareconsideredtobe
inelastic.Withmanyshellspresentinsidethejet,firstweneedto
calculatethenextcollisiontimebetweentwoshells:acollisionis
saidtooccurwhentheouterboundaryoftheinnershell,Router

j,
comesincontactwiththeinnerboundaryoftheoutershell,Rinner

j−1.
Thefollowingrelationcanbeusedtocalculatethetimeintervalfor
twoshellcollision:

dtcoll=
Rinner

(j−1)−Router
(j) %

βe
(j−1)+βe

(j)

&
c+

%
β(j)−β(j−1)

&
c

,(5)

wherethesubscriptsj−1,jdenotetwoconsecutiveshells,βeis
theshelllongitudinalexpansionvelocity(alongthejetaxis)andβ
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VARIABLE JETs
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Figure 6. Synthetic light curves (left, re-scaled) and power spectra at various photon frequencies resulting from the simulation with flicker noise Lorentz
factor fluctuations (α = 1) and a constant jet power. The injected fluctuations of the jet Lorentz factor γ are also shown.

IR bands originating primarily from the base of the emitting region
and become less and less variable at lower frequencies produced at
larger distances from the black hole.

In this simulation, the amplitude of the variability is large, the
fractional rms amplitude integrated between 0.1 mHz and 50 Hz
is 1.08, 0.96, 0.54, 0.40 and 0.20 at 2 × 1018, 2 × 1014, 2 ×
1013,2 × 1012 and 2 × 1010 Hz, respectively. The observations
also show significant flickering in the infrared and optical band
(Kanbach et al. 2001; Casella et al. 2010; Gandhi et al. 2010). At
least part of this fast IR/optical variability is likely to arise from
the jet, possibly through internal shocks. The observed variability
amplitude appears however smaller (10–30 per cent) than what I
obtain here. This might be due to the presence of a less variable
emissions components like the outer accretion disc contributing to
the optical/IR observed emission. Nevertheless, the shape of the
observed IR/optical power spectrum is quite similar to the synthetic
one at 2 × 1014 Hz (shown in Fig. 6; see fig. 3 of Casella et al. 2010
and fig. 11 of Gandhi et al. 2010 for comparison)

It is worth noting that the delays due to propagation of radiation
inside the shell are neglected in the simulations. Since the escaping
radiation is at most partially absorbed, the medium can be consid-
ered as optically thin. The photon escape time is then t̃esc ∼ R/c.
Taking into account photon propagation would therefore smear out
the variability on time-scales shorter than R/c and this may have
some effects on the simulated light curves. However, the shortest
observed time-scales are related to the shock dissipation time-scale
t̃c which is given by equation (18). For the parameters considered,
the dissipation is significantly longer than the escape time-scale:

t̃c

t̃e
= xfV

2yγβ tan φ
≃ 9. (68)

This approximation is thus unlikely to have any significant effect
on the results presented here.

Another interesting property of the observed IR variability is the
existence of correlations with the fast X-ray variability originating
from the accretion flow. In particular, Casella et al. (2010) measured
de cross-correlation function of the X-ray and IR light curves and
found significant correlations between the two bands with the in-

Figure 7. Cross-correlation function of 1/γ (t) and predicted IR flux from
the fiducial flicker noise simulation with constant jet power. See Section 4.4
for details.

frared photons lagging behind the X-rays by about 100 ms. At this
stage, the present internal shock model does not describe how the
fluctuations of the Lorentz factor may be related to the X-ray fluctu-
ations. Nevertheless, we can make simple guesses. Fig. 7 shows the
results obtained if one assumes that the X-ray flux scales like 1/γ (t).
This case may correspond to a situation in which both the jet and
X-ray emission tap their energy from a single energy reservoir and
are anticorrelated (Malzac, Merloni & Fabian 2004). Alternatively,
this could also correspond to a situation in which the jet kinetic
power is a constant and the Lorentz factor fluctuations are related
to fluctuations of the matter density in the innermost part of the
accretion. This would induce fluctuations of the jet mass loading,
causing a reduction of the Lorentz factor when the ejected shells

MNRAS 443, 299–317 (2014)
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Figure1.Anillustrationofshellsinourjetmodel.Iftheouterboundaryoftheinnershell,(j),contactstheinnerboundaryoftheoutershell,(j−1),a
collisionissaidtooccur.Thelateralexpansionisduetojetopeningangle;thelongitudinalexpansionisduetotheshellwallsexpandingwithinthejet.The
illustrationisnottoscale.

2THEMODEL

OurmodelisbasedontheSpadaetal.(2001)internalshocksmodel
forradio-loudquasar.Manymodifications,however,havebeencar-
riedouttomakethemodelmoreflexible,andapplicabletodifferent
scalesandscenarios.Inourmodel,thejetissimulatedusingdiscrete
packetsofplasmaorshells.Forsimplicity,onlythejetsatrelatively
largeangleofsightaretreated.Eachshellrepresentsthesmallest
emittingregionandtheresolutioninthemodelislimitedtotheshell
size.Whilethesimulationisrunning,thejetcan‘grow’withthe
additionofshellsatthebaseasthepreviouslyaddedshellsmove
furtherdownthejet.Ifthetimeintervalbetweenconsecutiveshell
injectionsiskeptsmall,acontinuous-jetapproximationisachieved.
Thevariationsinshellinjectiontimegapandvelocitycausefaster
shellstocatchupwithslowerones,leadingtocollisions:theinternal
shocks,discussedlater,arearesultofshellcollisions.Aschematic
ofthemodelsetupisshowninFig.1:thetwoconicalfrustashown
representtheshells.

2.1Shellproperties

Theshellvolumeisbasedonaconicalfrustum(coneopening
angle=jetopeningangle,ϕ).Asashellmovesdownthejet,itcan
expandlaterallyaswellaslongitudinally(Fig.1).Theadiabatic
energylossesarearesultoftheworkdonebyashellinexpanding;
implicitassumptionsaremadeaboutthepressuregradientacross
thejetboundarythatwouldresultinaconicaljet.Theemitting
electrondistributionisassumedtobepowerlawinnature;each
shellcontainsitsowndistribution.Thepower-lawdistributionisof
theform

N(E)dE=κE−pdE,(1)

whereE=γmc2istheelectronenergy,pisthepower-lawindex
andκisthenormalizationfactor.Ifthetotalkineticenergydensity
oftheelectrons,Ek,isknownthenκcanbecalculatedforthetwo
casesofpower-lawindex:p̸=2andp=2.Whenp̸=2,wehave
(withtheelectronenergyisexpressedintermsoftheLorentzfactor
withmc2=1)
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wherethesubscriptsmaxandmindenotetheupperandloweren-
ergyboundsfortheelectrondistribution.Therelationsgivenin
equations(2)and(3)can,therefore,beusedtocalculatethechange
inelectronpower-lawdistributionwhenthereisachangeintheto-
talkineticenergydensity,assumingthepower-lawindexandγmin

arefixed.γminvaluethroughoutthefollowingworkissetequalto
unity,whilethepower-lawindexisassumedtobe2.1.Theelectron
energydistributionupperlimit,γmax,isinitiallysettobe106,but
allowedtovarywiththeenergylosses.

Amagneticfieldisessentialtogiverisetothesynchrotronradi-
ation.Intheshells,themagneticfieldisassumedtobeconstantly
tangledintheplasma,leadingtoanassumptionthatthemagnetic
fieldisisotropic;hence,treatedlikeanultrarelativisticgas(Heinz
&Begelman2000).Ifthemagneticenergydensity(EB)isgiven,
thefield(B)canbecalculated:

EB=B2

2µ0
,(4)

whereµ0isthemagneticpermeability.
OthershellpropertiesincludethebulkLorentzfactor,$,andthe

shellmass,M.Ifthereisavariationinthe$ofdifferentshells
inthejet,thenthefasterinnershellsareabletocatchupwiththe
slowerouterones,causingshellcollisions;theshellcollisionscreate
internalshocks,whichultimatelygeneratetheinternalenergy.

2.2Internalshocks

Whentwoshellscollide,ashockformsatthecontactsurface.Some
ofthestepsinvolvedintwo-shellcollision,andthesubsequent
merger,areshowninFig.2.Thecollisionsareconsideredtobe
inelastic.Withmanyshellspresentinsidethejet,firstweneedto
calculatethenextcollisiontimebetweentwoshells:acollisionis
saidtooccurwhentheouterboundaryoftheinnershell,Router

j,
comesincontactwiththeinnerboundaryoftheoutershell,Rinner

j−1.
Thefollowingrelationcanbeusedtocalculatethetimeintervalfor
twoshellcollision:
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wherethesubscriptsj−1,jdenotetwoconsecutiveshells,βeis
theshelllongitudinalexpansionvelocity(alongthejetaxis)andβ
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2994 A. J. Tetarenko et al.

Figure 3. White noise subtracted radio PSDs of Cyg X-1. Top to bottom,
the panels display the power spectra from the 11, 9, 3.5, and 2.5 GHz bands.
The PSDs in the 9/11 GHz bands are created from data imaged with 1 s
time bins, while the 2.5/3.5 GHz PSDs are created from data imaged with
5 s time bins. The black dotted line represents the single power-law fits to
the PSDs (see Section 3.3.1 for details). While all the radio bands display a
similar PSD shape (decreasing power at higher Fourier frequencies), when
considering the longest time-scales, we observe higher power in the higher
frequency radio band PSDs. Note that the pre-white noise subtracted PSDs
are shown in Fig. C1.

Figure 4. White noise subtracted X-ray PSDs of Cyg X-1 in the 3–79 keV
band. These power spectra are created from data with 1 s time bins (matching
our radio frequency light curves). PSDs for the two NuSTAR modules are
shown separately (FPMA represented by the black markers and FPMB
represented by the magenta markers). The X-ray PSDs show a clear turnover
at higher frequencies (∼0.3 Hz), and no quasi-periodic oscillations are
observed.

zcross = z0tan φ (where φ is the jet opening angle). VLBI imaging
studies of Cyg X-1 observe the jet out to ∼15 mas scales, along a
jet axis inclined to our line of sight by ∼27 deg (Orosz et al. 2011),
corresponding to z0 ∼ 8.9 × 1014 cm at 8.4 GHz. With an opening
angle of <2 deg, we in turn estimate a cross-section at 8.4 GHz of
<3.1 × 1013 cm. Further, given a brightness temperature limit of
1012 K for synchrotron emission, the shortest time-scale over which
we would expect to be able to measure significant variability (i.e. at
least 0.5–1 per cent of the average flux density, given the variability
amplitudes seen in our radio PSDs) with the VLA would be on the
order of seconds.

The X-ray PSDs also appear to display a power-law-type shape
at lower Fourier frequencies (<0.01 Hz), then flatten out at higher
Fourier frequencies, with a turnover occurring at ∼0.3 Hz. No quasi-
periodic oscillations are observed, although we do observe a bump
around ∼0.008 Hz (this X-ray PSD shape is consistent with previous
studies, e.g. Nowak et al. 1999). Interestingly, when comparing the
X-ray and radio PSDs, we find that the X-ray PSDs show similar
power at the lowest Fourier frequencies (longest time-scales) as
the highest frequency radio band PSDs. This feature was also seen
at Fourier frequencies as low as ∼10−6–10−7 Hz by Nipoti et al.
(2005) in their earlier, longer time-scale study (and notably was
a unique feature to Cyg X-1, not observed in the long time-scale
radio PSDs of other XB sources; GRS 1915+105, Cyg X-3, and Sco
X-1). However, the X-ray emission is significantly more variable
overall, displaying an integrated fractional rms (across the 0.001–
0.5 Hz range) of ∼20 per cent, while all the radio bands show
∼2–7 per cent.

3.3.2 Cross spectra

Through cross-spectral analyses, we can examine the causal link
between two time-series signals. For this analysis, we only consider
the segments of the respective radio light curves for which we
have continuous data with no scan gaps (as was done in creating
our PSDs) and use the same averaging/binning procedure as
described for the PSDs. Further, we only compare the signals we
observe between the two basebands in each VLA frequency band
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Figure 1. Multifrequency light curves of the BHXB Cyg X-1 (with 30 s time bins). The panels from top to bottom show light curves for progressively
decreasing frequency/energy bands; the top three panels display NuSTAR X-ray light curves in three different energy bands and the bottom four panels display
VLA radio light curves in four different frequency bands. The NuSTAR light curves displayed here are a subset of the full light curve, shown in Fig. B1 in
Appendix B. We observe flux variability in both the radio and X-ray light curves, in the form of small-scale flaring activity. The radio variability appears to be
of lower amplitude and more smoothed out in the lower frequency bands.
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Jets in XBs vary on timescales from years to  milliseconds.

Jet variability is connected with inflow variability.

Jet variability can be used to measure jet properties.

Variability propagates through the jet and is observed at different wavelengths.

ALMA is crucial to solve data degeneracies and test models.

ALMA (interferometers in general) CAN produce time series.

A novel, innovative, and ambitious use of ALMA. Difficult, but feasible.

CONCLUSIONS & OUTLOOK

THANKS
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EXTRA SLIDES on GWs
(on behalf of ENGRAVE & GRAWITA)
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GW170817 detection timeline

merger

short GRB

t0 +1.7 sec +10.87 hours +9 days

X-ray afterglow radio afterglow

+16 days

optical 
counterpart

——
kilonova

Courtesy of  R.Ciolfi

GRB 170817A

~1.7 sec
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S.D. Vergani - Aspen - 02.10.2019

Choked jet (not successful)  
radial structure 
some degree of anisotropy 
Γ1 < Γ2 < Γ3 
Ε1 > Ε2 > Ε3 
Ejet < Eejecta

Structured Jet (successful)  
off-axis jet  

+ angular structure 
Γ1 > Γ2 > Γ3 
Ε1 > Ε2 > Ε3 
Ejet < Eejecta 

radial or angular structure due to the interaction 
 of the jet head with the merger ejecta 

Rise t-0.8

Courtesy of  S.D.Vergani & G.Ghirlanda
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Courtesy of  R.Ciolfi

VLBI observations

Ghirlanda et al. 2018Mooley et al. 2018

global network of 32 radio telescopes

source size < 2 m arcseconds @ 207 days
source is still rather compact!

apparent superluminal motion
between 75 and 230 days

source is moving 
relativistically 

(and getting closer) 
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GW NS-(NS/BH) events
the role of ALMA

SED building 

SED time evolution (spectral break moving through ALMA bands)

Polarimetry measurements -> diagnostic for jet geometry

Absorption/emission lines (e.g. CO [1-0]) -> environment


